Beside Your Heart (The Heart Series)

Its an emotional story that will take the
reader back to those feelings that made the
late teen years such a powerful time. Late
one night, Nicki Johnson plays with
emotional fire and Googles her high school
love, only to find his name splashed across
the British gossip columns. Back in his
native England, Adam Kincaid is
successful and dating a woman from an
aristocratic family like his own. With a
career in politics, Nickis no slouch, but she
knows Adam is living a world away from
her life. Yet there was a time he was no
farther than the next locker. Nicki will
never forget their year together in high
school-the year of her sisters death, the
year her mother checked out. Adam helped
Nicki through suffocating grief, and she led
him through coming of age. But when is a
high school crush something more?
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